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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel architecture based on 

the Services Oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm to enable the 

interoperability among domotic middlewares through a 

“universal” XML-based home automation language. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In home environment, many appliances are rapidly 

becoming computationally enabled, equipped with different 

communications protocols, and therefore connected to home 

networks. For example, there are UPnP (Universal Plug and 

Play)[1], Jini[2], and HAVi[3] middlewares for connecting 

audio and video devices while protocols such as Konnex[4], 

LonWorks[5], or X10[6] are adapted to appliances for security 

and home automation.  

Therefore, home appliances from different standards are 

completely isolated each other and it is absolutely essential to 

integrate them into one home platform in which home 

appliances can interoperate and “speak the same language”.  

The advance of a new architectural model, Service Oriented 

Architecture (SOA)[7], the adoption of Internet protocols and 

the data interchange mechanisms based on XML/WebServices, 

is a clear opportunity to realize an interconnected home 

universal infrastructure, platform- and language- independent. 

In our proposed architecture, we introduce DomoNet 

(Domotics Network), an abstract layer for representing and 

controlling all appliances in an overall integrated system in 

which DomoML (Domotics Markup Language), is an XML 

vocabulary developed by the authors of this paper in order to 

support a neat separation between appliances resources 

descriptions and software or hardware platforms, languages, or 

protocols. 

II. THE ARCHITECTURE 

In the last years, some interesting solutions are emerged 

[8][9] and each one aims to provide the interoperability among 

heterogeneous middlewares. In order to overcome the one-to-

one protocol conversion approaches[10], the DomoNet 

consists of a network connecting application gateways called 

TechManagers, TMs, (one for each middleware we want to 

interconnect) and Web Services, each one handling a different 

device typology. In Figure 1 we show an example of a home 

network connecting four domotic subnets (each subnet 

represents a particular domotic technology, such as UPnP, Jini, 

Konnex and X10) to some Web services (handling lighting 

devices, clocks and alarms) through the use of four TMs. 
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FIG. 1 – DomoNet Architecture 

 

The web services, from now on called DeviceWS (in 

particular, LightsWS, ClocksWS etc…), will be installed on 

one or more web servers reachable from the TMs. To trace a 

broad outline, every TM will register itself to all the 

DeviceWS available on the home network; it will share with 

them information about the structure and the state of the subnet 

to which it is connected to and it will ask for information about 

the other middlewares registered to the same DeviceWS. 

Again through these DeviceWS, a TM will be able to 

operate devices in other middlewares just knowing their 

offered services at the DomoNet level described through the 

use of the DomoML language. DomoML is the ideal and 

highly desirable way to reach the separation of the functional 

specifications from the implementation using a specific 

communication standard.  

In the next section, we illustrate the different modules of our 

architecture. 

III. TECHMANAGERS 

The TMs are applications installed on computers connected 

to both a domotic middleware and the DomoNet network, 

although we are going to investigate how to install them on 

embedded devices too. Broadly speaking, a TechManager has 

to translate commands between the protocol used in the 

domotic middleware and the one used in DomoNet; it has to 

register to the available Web Services and to publish the actual 

state of the middleware network into DomoNet. 

A TM can be implemented in the preferred programming 

language and platform but it should consist of, at least, these 

three elements: a TechServer, a TCP server which DeviceWS 

could connect to, following the registration of the TM, and 

send commands generated in other middlewares participating 

in DomoNet; a DeviceController able to control the devices 

in the middleware using the specific protocol; a Translator 
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between the protocol of the middleware and the one used in 

DomoNet. 

FIG. 2 - TechManager structure 

In the previous figure, you can see the general structure of a 

TM and the so-called Real Devices and Virtual Devices. The 

former are software representation of the devices available in 

the domotic middleware connected to the TM. The latter are 

software objects representing devices belonging to other 

technologies, that is to say other middlewares registered to 

DomoNet. 

Clients in the middleware will see Virtual Devices as normal 

appliances that can be controlled using the specific protocol of 

the subnet. Commands towards these devices will be 

intercepted by the Device Controller, translated into the 

protocol used in DomoNet (DomoML) and forwarded to the 

right DeviceWS. 

IV. DEVICEWS 

The DeviceWS are web services available on the DomoNet 

network, each one handling a single device typology. 

The main task of a DeviceWS is correctly routing messages 

between TMs using a table containing couples of addresses: a 

DomoNETAddress, assigned to every device connected to 

DomoNet, and the IP address (and a TCP port) of the 

TechManager that handles that particular device. 

Every DeviceWS offers an interface composed by standard 

web-methods: registerTech, unregisterTech (called by 

TechManagers to (un-)register their presence in DomoNet); 

addDevice, removeDevice (called to modify the topology of 

the device network); execute (the main method called to 

control devices shared by other middlewares); 

getTechManagerList, getDeviceList, getServiceDescription; 

through the output of this last webmethod, a DomoML 

document, it is possible to understand which are the devices 

supported by the web service and which are the commands 

allowed in a call to the execute webmethod. 

V. DOMOML 

Through the use of XML and XML-Schemas we defined a 

possible standard to describe datatypes, messages, devices and 

their services. We use this language, called DomoML, in the 

communications between TMs and DeviceWS. 

VI. DOMONET PROTOTYPE 

Our prototype implements this architecture connecting 

lighting devices of two different middlewares: UPnP and 

Konnex. Two TMs have been, consequently, implemented: the 

UPnPManager (on the .NET platform using C# as the 

programming language) and the KNXManager (on the Java 

platform). A web service called LightsWS was implemented in 

C# too and installed on a web server reachable from the TMs. 

Our experiments consisted in controlling UPnP lights 

emulators via Konnex switches and Konnex dimmable lamps 

through a UPnP client. Both TMs have a graphical user 

interface that does not make distinction between real and 

virtual devices. Virtual devices are considered real ones, so the 

GUI can control all the devices using the protocol of the 

middleware the TM handles.  

The DeviceWS has been registered into a UDDI server that 

the TMs contact to have a list of web services available in 

DomoNet. 

The prototype demonstrates how to achieve the 

interoperability into the home environment through the use of 

standard technologies. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Our experiments show the possibility to interconnect 

heterogeneous domotic middlewares, without any 

modification, through a TCP/IP network connecting software 

gateways and web services. Since the architecture is flexible 

and uses a simple approach, it is easy to add a new 

TechManager or develop a DeviceWS for a new device 

typology. As a starting point, we have chosen a simple domain 

such as the lightning one but in the same way we could easily 

apply our solution to other appliances. 
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